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Clairvoyant Kim Dennis provides
accurate details in a reading to sister of a
missing person case in Whistler, BC.

(Newswire.net -- March 25, 2013)- Calgary-
based Clairvoyant Kim Dennis was recently
asked by Vancouver resident Katherine
Grefner to help in the search for Grefner's
brother Mike Grefner, a popular DJ in
Whistler who recently went missing. After a
search by the Royal Canadian Mounted

Police and Grefner’s friends proved futile, Katherine Grefner turned to Dennis and other psychics in a last ditch
attempt to gain any information about her brother. It was Kim Dennis who provided accurate details about the case.

Katherine Grefner turned to Clairvoyant Kim after dealing with other psychics who charged several hundred dollars to
provide vague and hopeful information that never seemed to lead anywhere except another expensive reading. After
contacting Dennis, Grefner learned what many others already knew. Kim Dennis provides free missing persons
readings to families dealing with this difficult situation and to law enforcement officials struggling with cold cases.

Grefner was also impressed with Dennis’ calm demeanor during the reading and her refusal to hear any details of the
case or any of the comments from the other psychics. This is typical of the way Dennis conducts her readings. She
recently commented on the case and said, “Anytime I do one of these types of readings, I always find something or
validate something. I tap into the information that is out there and pass along the messages that I’m receiving.”

In the case of Mike Grefner, Kim had bad news and relayed her vision that Grefner was deceased. Since this was not
the information Katherine Grefner wanted to hear she continued to reach out to other psychics who had visions of
Mike Grefner alive, but after two months local hikers found Grefner’s body. After the initial shock wore off Katherine
took a look at the facts of the case, compared them to the information she received from Dennis and realized that
Clairvoyant Kim’s account of her brother’s situation was an accurate one. Today Katherine Grefner is very grateful to
have found Clairvoyant Kim. When asked about her experience Grefner said, Kim is a very kind, caring and gifted
psychic/medium who I feel comes from a ‘good place’, and I can feel her wanting to work toward a ‘higher good’. She
definitely has vision to look ‘beyond the veil’ and to see things that others cannot in this script of life.”

For more information about the case, please visit: http://clairvoyantkim.com/1480/mike-grefner-missing-person-
reading/.

 

Further details:

Kim Dennis
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